
Big corporations pay big fees to use stock photos. And you never know when that same photo will show up 
somewhere else…diminishing the power, value and originality of your message. Dana Hursey Photography  
has been providing Fortune 500 companies with exclusive corporate image libraries that custom match their 
business models, services and branding messages for over a decade. And they’ve done it with great success. 

They eliminate all the non-exclusivity, limited time usage and the generic one-photo-fits-all disadvantages of 
using stock photography. They work creatively and collaboratively with your team to create a complete library 
of proprietary images that represent your unique qualities. And corporations have found it more cost effective 
than using stock images.

So take a look at www.corporateimagelibraries.com and consider the benefits of creating your own image library. 
Because how can you reinforce your own image when you’re using someone else’s?

Corporate Image Libraries.™ Image is everything.

www.corporateimagelibraries.com 

Vialis Helps Me Measure Up,Every Time.You don’t have to settle for less if you suffer 

from ED (erectile dysfunction). Vialis can give 

you back the active and healthy lifestyle you’ve 

been missing out on. Clinical test have proven the efficacy of Vialis 

in 9 out of 10 patients who suffered  from the 

shortcomings  In fact, most men found that 

Vialis was measurable improvements in both 

the quality and longevity of their intimate 

experience Very few serious side effects have 

been reported among patients.
No more excuses. Don’t waste another moment 

suffering the from the shortcomings of ED. 

It’s time to “measure up!” Join the millions of 

men who have successfully turned their lives 

around. If you suffer from ED, now is the time 

to ask your doctor about Vialis.

Looking for a loan to take your small business to the next level? 

Look no further. At City Bank,  we offer small businesses the 

the same financing opportunities most lenders only reserve for  

their largest corporate clients. From the tailor down the street 

to the corner bakery, City Bank believes small business is the  

engine that keeps our economy thriving. We see small business  

as an opportunity, not a risk.

The next time you’re looking for a business loan, look to the bank  

that’s tailor made to serve all your needs.  

City Bank. Think BIg.

City Bank & Small Business:

A Perfect Fit

DANA HURSEY PHOTOGRAPHY

If You’re Still Using Stock Photos, 
You’ve Got An Image Problem.


